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Åkerblå Group
Blár akur (ISL)

Two veterinarians in Iceland
Providing health and environmental 
services for sea cage and land-based 
aquaculture



Aquaculture in Iceland
Coastal or Offshore? 

Circumstances in
Iceland are in many
ways similar to what

is considered
Offshore Aquaculture

I will talk about 
advantages and 

challenges that gives 
us

Focusing on the 
effects on health and 

wellbeing of fish

Photo: Mbl.is 



No clear definition for 
„offshore aquaculture“

What is offshore, or exposed?

Can be defined as having
extreme weather events or even
having bad weather most of the
time. 

Fast currents, big and frequent
waves



Advantages or Opportunities

Pros and cons

High exchange of water, clearing away 
excrements and feed rests

Good salinity and oxygen and mixing of 
layers of water

Fish that is physically active has possibly 
higher protein content than slow moving 
fish which has higher fat content

Disadvantages or Challenges

Need for better technology and processes

Difficulties with infrastructure (if far from 
land or habitated areas)

Most important challenge is getting the
fish to cope in the environment!

We have seen episodes in recent years of 
fish that has not been coping



Does the fish thrive in these 
extreme circumstances?

Currents affect the physiology and behaviour of the
fish – and in the end, the welfare.

If the ocean currents are faster than the swimming
ability of the fish can tolerate, it will get 
exhausted

Lies flat into the net, develops wounds that will not 
heal

Swimming ability depends on the biology and the
environment.

Sea temperature, body size and health status are 
defining factors



How to make the fish thrive?

Salmon has good adaptability

The thinking and preparations must start early

Breeding specific traits: 

Cold tolerance, swimming ability

Smolt farm preparations: 

Adapting to strong currents – training

Keeping them free of disease (diseases affecting heart and circulatory system)

Good smoltification and adaptation to sea water

Changing the technology is „easy“ but the biology is less easy



Currents and swimming

Salmon prefers to swim at its own speed (0,3-0,9 fish lengths/sec)

Varies according to body size, time of day etc.

If current is faster than optimal swimming speed = changes in behaviour

Site surveys must include effects on welfare in a more specific way



Waves and effects on 
welfare

Can the fish control its behaviour well
enough to avoid collision with each other 
and the cage wall and how much excess
energy does it take? 

What about the added effect of low sea
temperature?

Most of research in this field is done in
FO = Higher temperatures.

Feeding is difficult



Wave forecast and wave
measurements are useful

tools

Gives us the information about
the waves in both shallow waters
and deeper offshore.

Undercurrents are some places
very important



Temperature of 
water

Sea water temperature
goes under 2°C in the
Westfjords for about 3 
months.

Lower and upper limits for 
optimal T: 6°C and 18°C

Very demanding for the
fish to be outside the
optimal zone



Density

Difficult to state an absolute figure to be used in all phases of farming

Dependent on various other factors

Remember: Regulation density limits is not necessarily the same as best 
density

Calculated vs. Real density

Depends on spreading of fish in the volume of the cage etc.



Weather is a matter of 
health and safety for fish

and people

Important historical data can be
collected and looked at by smart 
heads

Start registrations of 
environmental factors



Comparing bad weather
through the years

Each day a count of how many
weather stations (not in
mountain/extreme areas) 
measure wind above 20 m/s

This graph shows us how extreme
last winter was in that regard

And this was done on 26th Feb.

Source: Trausti Jónsson, 
meteorologist



Effects of weather
on transport and

services

Disruption of services have
effects like ripples.

Closed roads and airports, not 
available to go on sea.

Remote health care and remote
surveillance should and could
become more integrated in the
production



Summary

• Registrations of waves and weather parameters around barges will be helpful

• Equipment is in constant development and continues to do so

• The site structures needs to be built in a way that can sustain the most extreme
weather events, because it is in these events, although rare, the biggest risk lies
and biggest negative effect is possible

• We should be testing out offshore site structures

• Veðurstofan and Vegagerðin (weather and transport) need to cater to the needs of the
aquaculture – initiate communication

• Risk assessment and risk management are essential tools

• Mortality categorisation helps to prevent preventable death causes
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